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How nonfiction authors can tell powerful stories just like Margaret Atwood and John Grisham 

 19 March, 2024
by David Leonhardt
 
Tags: storytelling
ðŸ•‘ 7 minutes read


[image: alt]How can non-fiction writers up their game? Learn the tricks and techniques of fiction writers! If fiction writers tell stories, what do nonfiction writers do? […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Writing and editing





National Library Lovers Month 2024 (and Library Lovers Day) 

 27 January, 2024
by David Leonhardt
 

ðŸ•‘ 3 minutes read


[image: February is National Library Lovers Month]February is National Library Lovers Month in the USA. And February 14 is a very special day for lovers…of libraries! February 14 is Valentines Day, […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Miscellaneous





10 New Yearâ€™s resolutions for writers and authors in 2024 

 12 December, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 8 Comments

ðŸ•‘ 8 minutes read


[image: New Years resolutions for writers 2024]Welcome to a new year – 2024. New Year’s is always the perfect time for fresh beginnings. If you are a writer or author, here […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
The writing business





500+ quotes about writing, books and being a writer 

 5 December, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 

ðŸ•‘ 73 minutes read


[image: alt]Nothing inspires a writer more than really good writing. Except, of course, really good motivational quotes about writing and books. Looking for motivational quotes to […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Writing and editing





National Memoir Writing Month – November 2023 

 1 November, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 

ðŸ•‘ 3 minutes read


[image: Memoir writing]November is National Memoir Writing Month. It’s the perfect time to start writing your autobiography. It’s not clear to me how November came to be […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Miscellaneous





AI writing fails show why it can’t replace human writers 

 20 August, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment

ðŸ•‘ 5 minutes read


[image: AI writing fails]Everybody is looking for a shortcut, but not every shortcut is smart. These AI writing fails show how short-sighted it is to replace writers with […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Writing and editing





Writing is therapy to heal old wounds, grief and trauma 

 24 June, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment

ðŸ•‘ 5 minutes read


[image: Writing is therapy for healing]Writing is therapy. Many clients bring us stories of abuse, addictions, trauma, illness, crime and regrets. They also bring stories of redemption and victory over […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Writing and editing





Book days, weeks and months around the world in 2024 (the ultimate list) 

 14 May, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment

ðŸ•‘ 15 minutes read


[image: World and National celebrations of books and reading]We celebrate books every day by reading them. But there are special book days, weeks and months for us to celebrate even more. There is […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Miscellaneous





What is a poet laureate and what does a poet laureate do? 

 2 April, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 

ðŸ•‘ 11 minutes read


[image: What is a poet laureate?]Poets laureate have been around for over 2,500 years (at least). If you were wondering what a poet laureate is or what a poet laureate […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Lyrics and poetry





Self-help business book to teach leadership skills 

 19 March, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 
Tags: client
ðŸ•‘ 6 minutes read


[image: Leadership is all about inspiring hope, because hope makes a difference.]Another THGM client publishes! Your Moment to Lead: Simple But Important Ways to Prepare for Leadership by Jacob Isaac is a must-read for business leaders […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Books and publishing





Did a murder mystery victim just write his own autobiography? 

 25 February, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 
Tags: client
ðŸ•‘ 3 minutes read


[image: The Disappearing Quarterback murder mystery]If The Case of the Disappearing Quarterback is a murder mystery, how did the victim just write the book? In this quarterback’s autobiography, we find […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Books and publishing





Christian science fiction romance book published 

 6 February, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 
Tags: client
ðŸ•‘ 3 minutes read


[image: alt]Another client of THGM Writing Services publishes a best seller. Saving Christ: Starway Seven is a time-travel novel by Francis T. Perry Williams. It takes […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Books and publishing





Global book reading statistics for 2022 and 2023 (complete survey data) 

 15 January, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 2 Comments

ðŸ•‘ 8 minutes read


[image: Global statistics of THGM book reading trends survey 2022-2023 â€“ read more]What are the most popular books in the world? We asked 945 book readers in 56 countries what genre of books they read in 2022 […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Miscellaneous





American book reading statistics for 2022 and 2023 (complete USA survey data) 

 15 January, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment

ðŸ•‘ 9 minutes read


[image: American statistics of THGM book reading trends survey 2022-2023 â€“ paper versus eBooks]What are the most popular books in the United States? We asked 374 American readers what genre of books they read in 2022 and what […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Miscellaneous





How to make it as a freelancer â€“ 8 tips for new writers 

 1 January, 2023
by David Leonhardt
 

ðŸ•‘ 5 minutes read


[image: 8 tips to make it as a freelance writer]Want to conquer the world of freelance writing? You may need a little help. Not to worry! Weâ€™ve got the tips you need to get […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
The writing business





Infographic – 24 unorthodox signs that you might be a writer 

 26 October, 2022
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment

ðŸ•‘ 7 minutes read


[image: signs you might be a writer-twitter]We writers are peculiar people. Here are 24 signs to tell if you are a writer. If you recognize any of these in yourself, embrace […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Miscellaneous





Are you an original blog writer? 

 23 September, 2022
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment

ðŸ•‘ 4 minutes read


[image: Three blogging prompts]Got blogger’s block? Can’t think of anything original to write about? Not to worry! Here are some ideas to help get the creative juices flowing. […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Blogging and web content





Florida journalism student targets fake news to win MUSE writing scholarship 

 18 June, 2022
by David Leonhardt
 1 Comment
Tags: scholarship, short story
ðŸ•‘ 4 minutes read


[image: Caleb Thomas quote]The 2022 MUSE Scholarship winner is a future sports journalist who warns us about the allure of fake news. Congratulations Caleb Thomas! Somebody had to […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
The writing business





How to write a script for a speech contest or a talent competition 

 29 May, 2022
by David Leonhardt
 

ðŸ•‘ 2 minutes read


[image: Lessons from Miss America speech performances]Winning a talent show speech or a speaking contest begins with good writing. So does any speech where you hope to change attitudes, entertain or […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Speeches





How to write a maid of honor speech in 2024 – with examples 

 19 April, 2022
by David Leonhardt
 
Tags: maid of honor, speech
ðŸ•‘ 20 minutes read


[image: Example of stories in a maid of honor speech]The bride has just asked you to be the maid of honor and, oh, by the way, would you please give a speech? No worries […]


Read more...

 Filed Under:
Speeches
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Testimonials
"The article flows like a symphony."


"THANK YOU DAVID !!! Exactly how I wanted it to flow."


"Awesome! Thanks for the rewrite, its perfect."


"Oh wow, I am crying. It is beautiful."


"I am very very happy with the outcome!"


Read more testimonials
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